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Throughout history man has sought
stones and minerals for personal adorn-
ment and ornamentation. Stones and
minerals that are sufficiently beautiful,
durable,andrare areknown as gemstones.
A gemstonewithonly one of thesequalities
is less desirable than one with all three.
For example, a stone with rich color but
not sufficiently durable to withstand daily
wear inrings finds little favor as a gem-
stone except inbrooches or pins where the
stone is relatively safe fromabrasion. Like-
wise,a stone that is beautiful and durable
may be of little interest as a gemstone
because it is commonly found in great
quantities.Tobe valuedhighly, gemstones
must be beautiful to the eye, durable
enough to withstand wear,and rareenough
so that they arenot easily obtained.
Properties of Gemstones
The beauty of gemstones is mostly de-
pendent on their color, diaphaneity, bril-
liancy, luster, and fire. Any one or a
combination of these properties render
stonesdesirable as gems.
Color is very important in many gem-
stones. The color of transparent varieties
should be distinct enough to be pleasing
to the eye, yet not so dark as to appear
black or opaque.It is generally more de-
sirable that the gemstonebe of even color
and not appear "patchy" or "streaked."
However, some opaque or translucent
stones such as agate owe their popularity
chiefly to the variety of colors and designs
within a single piece. Some transparent
gemstones exhibit different colors when
viewed in different directions. For ex-
ample, some fine blood-red rubies appear
brownish when viewed in a particular
direction. The gemstone should be cut so
that its finest color is most prominently
displayed. This ability of some gemstones
to exhibit different colors when viewed in
different directions is called pleochroism.
Diaphaneity is the relative ability of
stones to transmit light. Diaphaneity is
described by terms such as transparent,
translucent,and opaque. Transparency is
highly desirable in stonessuch as diamond
that arecommonly facet-cut to reflect light.
The gemstone should be water clear and
free from inclusions and cracks so that it
transmits light freely,but there are stones
that do not exhibit this property that are
prized as gemstones. For example, tur-
quoise may appear to be completely
opaque and not transmitany light, but it
is sought for its fine blue color.
The brilliancy of gemstones is largely
dependent on their index of refraction.
The index of refraction is a measure of
the ability of a cut gemstone to "bend"
light rays andreflect them from thebottom
facets back through the top of the stone.
Of course,brilliancy is notnoted inopaque
or faintly translucent stones. The index of
refraction of gemstones is expressed nu-
merically. Air is the reference medium
and is assigned an index of refraction of
1.00. Other substances areassigned values
relative to that of air, for example, water,
1.33; topaz, 1.62; diamond, 2.42. The
higher the index of refraction, the more
brilliant will be the gemstone if it is
properly cut andpolished.
Luster is the appearanceof the mineral
on a fresh surface in reflected light; it is
divided into two major categories, metallic
and non-metallic. Most gemstones have
non-metallic luster and are described by
terms such as vitreous or glassy, resinous,
waxy,greasy,andpearly.
The fire, or ability of gemstones to show
flashes of different colors of light, is de-
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pendent upona propertycalled dispersion.
The amount of dispersion is the extent to
which the gemstone is able to separate
ordinary white light into its component
colors. The dispersion of gemstones can
also be expressednumerically but for pur-
poses of this publication will be referred
to as low,moderate, or high. Diamond is
a common gemstone that has high dis-
persion.
A gemstone's durability is primarily
dependent upon its hardness. The Mohs
scale of hardness, given below, is most
commonly used for gemstones and other
minerals.











On this scale, the higher numbers are the
harder minerals.Mohs is a relative,notan
absolute scale. Therefore, it should not be
assumed that diamond is ten times harder
than talc because actually diamond is very
many tens of timesharder than talc.How-
ever, a particular mineral isharder than
any other mineral with a lesser number,
and the scale is very convenient to use.
Gemstones mounted inrings shouldhave a
hardness of at least seven on the Mohs
scale, or the stones may become scuffed
and scratched after a relatively short pe-
riod of wear.Gemstones mounted in pins
and brooches can be of softer material as
they arenot usually subjected to abrasion
and rough treatment.
The tendency of some minerals to split
with relative ease in particular directions
along planes is called cleavage. Cleavage
is also a factor determining the durability
of gemstones. Some gemstones do not ex-
hibit this tendency at all, whereas others
cleave in several directions. The number
of cleavages is always the same in any one
mineral, and the direction of cleavages is
constant in relation to thecrystal structure
of any one mineral or gemstone.It is ap-
parentthat of stoneshaving the samehard-
ness, the ones lacking cleavage or having
the lesser number of good cleavage direc-
tions are the most durable.
Some stones, such as jade and agate,
owe their durability to their compact
fibrous structure, which makes them very
tough and durable even though they are
notespeciallyhard.
Several other properties of gemstones,
although not always contributing to the
beauty or desirability of gemstones, are
useful in identifying uncut specimens.
Streak is the color of the mineral when
finely powdered or, for softer minerals,
the color obtainedby rubbing themineral
against a piece of unglazed porcelain or
tile. The color of a mineral's streak is
commonly different from the unpowdered
specimen.
Fracture is the kind of surface obtained
when the mineral is broken in a direction
that is not a cleavage direction. Fracture
surfaces are described by such terms as
conchoidal (like the fracture of glass),
subconchoidal,splintery,even,anduneven.
Tenacity is the resistance of a mineral
to breakage. Brittle minerals break rela-
tively easily on impact. Malleable miner-
als, such as gold, maybe flattened under
a hammer into very thin sheets without
breaking.Sectile mineralsmaybe cut with
a knife without powdering. Most gem-
stones, evendiamond,arebrittle.
It is only natural to value most those
gemstones that arenot commonor easy to
obtain. Emerald owes its longstanding
popularity to its fine greencolor, but tour-
maline is sometimes found in colors that
very closely approach that of emerald and
yet sells for considerably less because it is
somuchmorecommon.
Rarity is not the only factor affecting
the value of gemstones. Freedom from in-
ternal imperfections, quality of cutting,
color, and sizemust also be considered in
cut and polished gemstones. Internal im-
perfections, such as inclusions and cracks,
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detract from the appearance of gemstones
and interfere with the passage of light be-
tween the facets; consequently, gemstones
containing these imperfections are not
valued as highly as those without them.
Poor cutting or polishing detract from the
beauty and thus from the value of gem-
stones.Unpopular or poor color commonly
causes gemstones to be less valuable.Rich
green emeralds are exceedingly prized,
whereas very pale green emeralds are
relatively inexpensive.Diamonds thathave
the least hint of yellow are never valued
as highly as pure colorless,pink, or blue
stones.Few persons find the yellowishcolor
attractive, unless it is a vivid canary
yellow.
Size is important in determining the
value of gemstones but not as important
as perfection.A badly flawed gemstone of
large sizemaybe worth only a slight frac-
tionof the value of a smaller perfect one.
Gemstone size is usually measured in
carats, a unit of weight, although milli-
meter size is sometimes used. Five carats
is equal to 1 gram and approximately
28Yq grams is equal to 1ounce avoirdu-
pois.One one-hundredth (0.01) of a carat
is called a point, and this term is often
used, especially pertaining to very small
gemstones.
The termused to compare the relative
weights of minerals and gemstones is
specific gravity, which is expressed nu-
merically in relation to water. Water is
assigned the value of 1.00. Therefore, at
a given temperature a gemstone having a
specific gravity of 2.00 is twice as heavy
as an equal volume of water. A 1-carat
sapphire (specific gravity about 4.00)
will be smaller than a 1-carat amethyst
(specific gravity about 2.65) because the
heavier material will occupy less volume
to have thesameweight.
A summary of properties helpful in
identification of common Texas gem
minerals isgiveninTableI.
Comparatively recently in the history of
gemstones, man has succeeded in the
production of synthetic gems that have
properties closely approaching those of
many natural gemstones.To the untrained
eye some synthetic gems may appear
identical to natural stones, but synthetic
gems can be detected with little difficulty
by a properly equipped expert. Although
most synthetic gems areinexpensive, their
manufacture has notadversely affected the
value of natural gemstones but instead
has increased the demand for fine natural
gems.
Crystals
Gemstones that have anorderly internal
molecular arrangementare referred to as
crystalline. This internal order is com-
monly reflected in the external shape of
"rough" or uncut gemstones.Theresultant
shape is a polyhedral solid bounded by
planes and called a crystal. Well-formed
crystals are formed in nature only under
relatively ideal conditions of temperature,
pressure, and space. The specific tempera-
tures and pressures involved vary with
different minerals,but most crystals need
space in which to form so that their
"growth" is not impaired by surrounding
rocks and minerals. However,someminer-
als, such as garnet and tourmaline, can
grow in metamorphic rocks by recrystal-
lization of minerals in the metamorphic
rocks. The size of crystals varies from
microscopic to tens of feet. Any one
mineral usually has one or two typical
crystal forms or arrangements of plane
surfaces that aid greatly in the identifica-
tion of the mineral when it occursin good
crystals (fig. 1). Frequently gemstones
are found as abraded stream-rolled peb-
bles, fragments, or masses that do not
show crystal form. Crystals of the same
mineral from different locations com-
monly show somewhat different crystal
forms owing to slight differences in com-
position or conditions of formation.
Mineralogists and crystallographers clas-
sify crystals by the symmetry that they
exhibit. The crystal systems are (1) iso-
metricor cubic, (2) tetragonal, (3) hexag-
onal, (4) orthorhombic, (5) monoclinic,
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TableI. Propertiesof some common Texas gem minerals.
COMMONSPECIFIC INDEX OF
COLORSMINERAL COMPOSITION HARDNESS GRAVITY REFRACTION
IN TEXAS
brown,Amber fossil resin 2.0-2.5 1.05-1.10 about 1.54 yellow
Augite CaMgSi2O6 5.0-6.0 3.2-3.6 1.60-1.71 greenish brown,
black
paleblue,
Beryl Be3Al2(SiO)6 7.5-8.0 2.63-2.80 1.56-1.60 colorless,
greenish
Celestite SrSO4 3.0-3.5 3.95-3.98 1.62-1.63 colorless,blue




Fluorite CaF2 4.0 3.0-3.25 1.434 violet, yellow,
green
Garnet
(Almandite) Fe 3Al2(SiO4)3 about 7.5 4.25 about 1.83
red, deep red,
brownish red






dark gray, black,Obsidian volcanic glass 5.0-5.5 2.3-2.5 1.45-1.53 brownish





Quartz violet,(Crystalline) SiO2 7.0 2.65-2.66 1.544-1.553 yellow,brown
Tektite dark brown,
(Bediasite) natural glass 5-6 2.33-2.44 1.48-1.52 greenishbrown
colorlesSi
Topaz A12(F, OH)2SiO4 8.0 3.4-3.6 1.60-1.63 bluish,
sky blue
black, darkTourmaline H9Al3(8.0H)2Si4O19 7.0-7.5 2.98-3.20 1.62-1.64 brown
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and (6) triclinic. A complete description
of the classification of crystals can be
found inalmost any mineralogy text (see
Selected References,p. 34).
Some gemstones, such as opal and
obsidian, never occur as crystals owing to
a lack of internal structural order. Such
gemstonesare termed amorphous, or with-
out form. Amorphous gemstones mostly
occur in nature as irregular lumps or
masses,cavity fillings,or veins.
Fig.1. Typical crystal form of threecommonTexas gemstones.
Cuttingandpolishingofgemstones
There are two types of widely used gem-
stone cuts. Opaque or figured gemstones
areusually cut with a rounded upper sur-
face and a flat or rounded back. A stone
cutting do not apply to all gemstones.
Stones that areespecially brittle, soft, or
difficult to polish require additional pro-
cedures or special techniques. Many lapi-
Fig. 2. Variations of the cabochon cut. Left to right: double cabochon; flat cabochon; simple ca-
bochon;hollow cabochon.
cut in this fashion is termed a cabochon
or is said to be cabochon cut. There are
several variations of this mode of cutting
(fig. 2). Precious opal, agate, jade, star
sapphire,and fossil wood are some of the
stones that are cut mostly as cabochons.
Transparent gemstones are usually cut
with many plane polished surfaces. Such
stones are called faceted, and the process
of cutting and polishing these stones is
called faceting.Emerald, diamond, topaz,
and garnet are examplesof gemstones that
arecommonly seenas faceted stones.
The cutting of gemstones, although
sometimes tedious and timeconsuming, is
not especially difficult or complex. How-
ever, like most arts and crafts, technique
and ability should improve with practice
andexperience. There are currently many
amateur gem cutters inTexas. Acomplete
set of equipment necessary to cut cabo-
chon stones maybe purchased for as little
as $50.00 or $60.00. Most amateur cabo-
chon cutters have equipment that cost less
than $100.00 which enables them to do
very fine work on many gem materials.
Facet cutting requires moreprecise equip-
ment, anda complete arrayof suchusually
costs more than $100.00, although less
expensiveequipment can be obtained. The
beginning gem cutter or lapidary who is
willing to assemble and make some of his
own equipment can reduce his initial ex-
pensesconsiderably.
Cabochon Gems
The procedures listed herein for gem
daries may deviate from these procedures.
Some of the steps of cutting and polishing
are merely matters of personal opinion
and vary somewhat from cutter to cutter.
There are several detailed texts on the art
of gem cutting; the descriptions herein
are designed to give the reader only a
general idea of the procedures and tech-
niques involved.
The cutting and polishing of cabochons
require several steps. The initial step is
sawing. Assuming that the rough gem
material is large enough to be sawed
(larger than about half an inch in
diameter),it is clamped into the carriage
of a diamond saw (fig. 3) and cut into
slices about %-inch thick. The blade of
the saw is mild steel that has been im-
pregnated with diamond dust around the
edge, hence the name diamond saw. The
blade is rotated rapidly, and the material
to be cut is "fed" to the bladeby a sliding
carriage on which the gem material is
clamped. The extreme hardness of the
diamond dust in the edge of the blade
enables the saw to cut through several
inches of gemmaterialin a few minutes.
The lower portion of the saw blade is
immersed in a mixture of kerosene and
oil, and the rotating sawblade carries with
it some of the kerosene-oil mixture; this
acts as a coolant and lubricant for both
the saw blade and the material being cut.
Without this lubricant,the heat generated
by sawing would shatter most gem ma-
terials and also damage the saw blade. As
this "slicing" or sawing of the material
usually takes several minutes, a weight
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Fig.3. Diamond saw.
and pulley are generally used to give the
gem material the necessary pressure
against the saw blade. When cut through,
the "slab" of gemmaterial falls into the
kerosene-oil mixture at the bottom of the
sawor ontoaspecialplatform that cushions
its fall.
After beingsawed, the slab of gemma-
terial is examined, and the location and
size of the stones to be cut from the slab
are determined. The desired outline of the
shape of the gem to be cut ismarked on
the slab with apointedpiece of aluminum
rod; ordinary pencil marks are not used
because they wear away too quickly in the
cuttingprocess.Once the areafrom which
the gemis to be cut hasbeen selected and
the outline of the gemstone has been
marked on the slab, the excess material is
trimmed away by a smaller diamond saw
known as a trim-saw. In some slabs the
excess material can be broken and
"nibbled" away with a strong pair of
pliers.
The remaining portion of the stone is
usually held by hand and ground to the
desired shape using the previously scribed
mark as a guide. This is done using a
relatively coarse-grained (about 150 grit)
specially made carborundum grinding
wheel.
Now that the desired outline has been
obtained, the stone is firmly affixed to a
slender wooden or hollow aluminum dop-
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stick (fig. 4). The process whereby the
stone is attached to the dop-stick with a
specially compounded jeweler's wax is
called dopping. The dop-wax is heated
over analcohol lamp or candle flameuntil
it is soft and pliable and is then spread
around on the end of the dop-stick and
formed into a mass about the right size
and shape to fit the back of the gemstone.
The stone is likewise heated, and the wax
is applied to the back of the stone while
both waxand stone arehot. Upon cooling,
the wax firmly fixes the stone to the dop-
stick. The dop-stick allows the lapidary to
have firm control of the stone during all
later stagesof cutting andpolishing.
Fig. 4. Cabochon properly attachedto dop-stick.
The top of the dopped gemstone is
worked against the coarse carborundum
grinding wheel until it is a roughapproxi-
mation of the desired shape. The stone is
then worked against a much finer-grained
(about220grit) grinding wheel to remove
the irregularities left by the coarse grind-
ing and to further smooth and shape the
surface of the gemstone.At all times while
grinding, a small flow of water should be
directed on the grinding wheel to keep the
stone cool. Grinding on the stone for even
a few minutes without cooling may result
in the shattering of the gemstone because
of heat, created by friction of the stone
against the grinding wheel.If the lapidary
keeps the surface of the grinding wheel
wet, there is little chance of damaging
most gemmaterials.
The nextphaseof cabochon cutting and
polishing is sanding. The gemstone is
worked against two sanding drums of
different grit size. This sanding can be
done with the sandpaper surface either
wet or dry, as needed or as preferred by
the lapidary. However, great care should
be exercised during sanding so that the
stone is not overheated. Overheating can
easily occur whether the sandpaper is
used wet or dry. As in grinding, sanding
is first done on coarser grit paper (about
300 grit) and last on finer paper (about
600 grit).Itis in the sanding process that
the first hint of polish is noted on the sur-
face of the stone. After sanding, the gem-
stone should have perfect form with no
surface irregularities, a very finely tex-
tured surface, and only very minor
scratches left from sanding. The gemstone
is nowready tobepolished.
At this point the procedure depends on
the nature of the gemstonebeingpolished.
Most gem materials are worked against a
buffing wheel that is impregnated or satu-
rated with a mixture of some polishing
compound and water. A soft felt buffing
wheel with cerium oxide as the polishing
agent is used for many materials. The
mixture of cerium oxide and water is
usually applied to the buffing wheel with
a small brush. The lapidary should once
more be careful not to overheat the stone.
If the stonebecomes too hot tohold to the
Fig. 5. Cabochons at various stages of cutting and polishing. Left to right: trimmed from slab;
ground to outline; after rough grinding; after sanding; polished.
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underside of the cutter's wrist, it should
be permitted to cool for a few seconds
before continuing. After polishing on the
buffing wheel, the gemstone should have
a fine, high polish and be free of any
scratches or surface irregularities. The
finished gemstone is removed from the
dop-stick by heating the dop-waxand pull-
ing the stone loose. Any excess wax that
hardens again before it can be removed
from the stone by hand can be dissolved
away by rubbing with an acetone-soaked
cloth. Figure 5 illustrates the desired ap-
pearance of the gemstone at the end of
each of the steps of cutting and polishing.
Faceted Gems
The principles involved in faceting are
about the same as those in the cutting of
cabochons, but the equipment and tech-
nique are considerably different. The
equipment required for the facet cutting
of gemstones is built into or attached to
a small speciallyconstructed table (fig. 6),
and the unit is commonly called a facet
table. Most faceted gemstones are cut to
obtain the largest flawless stone possible
from the rough material. Therefore, one
of the first and most important steps for
the lapidary is to decide how the stone is
to be cut from the roughcrystal or pebble.
The colors that can be obtained from the
gemstonemust also be considered,and the
cutting of the stoneoriented so that itsbest
color is displayed. The lapidary also
selects the orientation of the stone in re-
lation to the cleavage or cleavages. It is
difficult or impossible to polish facets of
gemstones that are cut parallel to a good
cleavagedirection.
Once the orientationof the gemstone to
be cut from the rough material has been
determined, the stone is dopped onto a
special metal dop-stick that fits into the
chuck of the facet head. The chuck is
tightened so that the position of the stone
on the end of the armof the facet head is
firmly fixed, and the facet head is ad-
justed so that the first facet that is cut is
the horizontal, top facet of the stone or
table facet (fig. 7). The table facet is cut
by grinding the gemstoneon a flat cutting
lap that is diamond impregnated (fig. 8).
By minor adjustments of the facet head,
the lapidary can precisely control the lo-
cation of the table facet. As soon as the
table facet has been ground to the proper
size, the cutting lap is removed from the
lap plate, and thepolishing lap is secured
Fig. 7. Nomenclatureof thestandard American
brilliant cut.
inplace.Many different kinds of polishing
laps and polishing compounds may be
used depending on the properties of the
materialbeingpolished. However,one lap
and one polishing compound are usually
sufficient for each gem variety. After the
polishing lap is secured to the lap plate,
the lapidary adjusts the facet head so that
the stone is in exactly the same position
relative to the lap that it was during the




Fig. 6. Facet table.
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Fig.8. Grinding the tablefacetona rough stone.
lap is run wet or damp with water, as is
the cutting lap, and small amounts of the
polishing compound are applied to the
surface of the lap while the facet is being
polished. The minor scratches left by the
cutting process are gradually removed,
and a fine lustrous polish develops on the
facet. It is especially important to take
care in achieving a perfect polish on the
table facet, as this facet occupies a large
areaof the crown of the gemstone. When
the cuttingand polishing of the table facet
arecompleted, the gemstone is still rough
or uncut in all portions except for this
single, large,polished surface.
The gemstone is then removed from the
dop-stick by melting the dop-wax and is
dopped once more so that the plane of the
polished table facet is perpendicular to
the axis of the chuck and arm of the facet
head (fig. 9).Great care should be taken
by the lapidary to insure that the table of
the stone is exactly perpendicular to this
axis, or the proper placing of the later
Fig.9. Stone dopped to table facet
facets on the stonemay become very diffi-
cult.
Once the stonehasbeenproperlydopped
to the table facet, the lapidary is ready to
proceed with the cutting of the outline of
the stone. If it is to be a brilliant cut, the
stone is ground perfectly found inoutline;
if it is to be an emerald or step cut, it is
shaped so that it is square or rectangular
in outline. This process is called preform-
ing. The arm of the facet head is lowered
on the post until it is horizontal, and the
stone is worked against the cutting lap
until the desired shape is obtained. When
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the preforming process is completed, the
stone should have the desired outline of
the finished gem (fig.10).
Fig. 10. Preformedstone dopped to table facet.
The lapidary is now ready to proceed
with thecutting of thepavilionof the stone.
The armof the facet head is raised to the
properangle for cutting the mainpavilion
facets. The angle at which the main facets
are cut is very critical in determining the
beauty of the finished stone. The required
angle at which these facets must be cut
varies with the refractive indices of the
different varietiesof gem minerals.If the
facets are not cut at exactly the proper
angle, light entering the top or crownof
will beusedas an exampleof facet cutting.
Procedure for all other cuts is essentially
the same to thispoint.After the eightmain
pavilion facets have been cut, the cutting
angle is changed a few degrees, the arm
of the facet head rotated slightly, and the
sixteen pavilion girdle facets or "skill"
facets, as they are often called, are cut
(fig. 11).The paviliongirdle facets should
meet exactly in the center of the main
facets at the girdle of the stone. The pa-
vilion girdle facets should neither overlap,
nor should there be any space between
them (fig. 12). After the pavilion girdle
facets are cut, the cutting of the pavilion
of the gemstone is completed. The facets
are then polished on the polishing lap at
the same angles and in the same order as
they werecut, and the pavilion of the gem
iscompletely finished.
The stone is thenremoved from the dop-
stick by melting the dop-wax and is re-
dopped to the pavilion facets so that the
crownof the stone is now exposed for cut-
Fig.11. Propersequence of cutting of the pavilionfacets.Left to right: four main facets; alleight
main facets;half of thepaviliongirdle facets; completedpavilion.
the gemstone can pass completely through
the stone, instead of being reflected back
out of the crown facets. The result is a
dull, lifeless stone that appears to have a
"hole" or "fish-eye" in the center. Stones
that are cut in this manner are greatly
reduced in value. The angle at which the
facets are cut is controlled by the adjust-
ment of the height of the armof the facet
head on the post. The lapidary will con-
tinually adjust this height, because the
angle between the arm and the surface of
the lap changes slightly as the facet is
ground down to its properplace and size.
The standard American brilliant cut
ting. Before the lapidary proceeds with
the cutting of the crown, it is necessary
that the stone be perfectly centered on the
dop-stick and that the plane of the table
facet beperpendicular to the dop-stick and
to the axis of the arm of the facet head.
The eight main facets are cut first, with
numerous adjustments beingmade by the
lapidary toinsure that the proper angle is
maintained (fig. 13). Then the cutting
angle is changeda few degrees, the armof
the facet head rotated slightly, and the
crown girdle facets are cut. The crown
girdle facets are placed very similarly to
the pavilion girdle facets except that they
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are shorter.Thecrowngirdle facets should
be joinedin exactly the same way as the
pavilion girdle facets. When these facets
are properly cut, the cuttingangle is again
changed, the arm rotated, and the eight
star facets are cut. This completes the cut-
ting of the crown of the stone. The cutting
lap is removed from the lap plate, and the
polishing lap is secured into place. The
facets are carefully polished in the same
order that they werecut. After the last star
facet has been polished, the stone is re-
moved from thedop-stick. Any excessdop-
wax is removed from the stone by means




that deserves mentionis tumbling. "Baro-
que" or "free-form" stones are produced
in this manner.Loose pebbles orpieces of
gemmaterials left over fromother cutting
processes are placed in a small barrel or
specially constructed box with loose car-
borundum grit. The barrel is turned by
means of a smallmotor, and the abrasion
of the pebbles and grit against each other
tends to round the pebbles and give them
a finely pitted surface. Progressively finer
and finer carborundum grit is used, and
eventually a polishing compound. The
result is several pounds of well-polished
gem pebbles of various shapes and sizes.
These baroque stones have found recent
favor incostume jewelryof modern design.
The tumbling process is rather slow,com-
monly requiring several days or weeks.
However, little effort is involved on the
part of the lapidary, and, consequently,
the cost of most tumbled or baroque stones
is quitemodest. Only gemmaterial that is
unsuitable for cutting in other manners
should be finishedin this way.
Fig.12. Proper placing of the paviliongirdle facets. Left: facets not joined. Center: facets over-
lapped, joined too high. Right: correct placing.
Fig. 13. Proper sequence of cutting of the crown facets. Left to right: four main facets; all eight
main facets; halfof the crowngirdle facets; completedcrown.
TexasGemstones
Amber
Composition: fossil resin. Crystal system:amor-
phous. Hardness: about 2.0 to 2.5. Specific grav-
ity: variable, from 1.05 to 1.10. Luster: resinous.
Color: brown, yellow, red, orange, and white.
Streak: white to yellowish to gray. Cleavage:
none. Fracture: conchoidal. Tenacity: brittle.
Diaphaneity: transparent to translucent. Refrac-
tive index: variable, about 1.54. Burns with a
sweet,piney odor.
Rich brown toyellowish amber hasbeen
found nearEagle Pass, Maverick County,
inCretaceous coal andonTerlinguaCreek,
Brewster County. Although much of this
material is translucent and the quality
suitable for lapidary purposes, the pieces
are seldommorethan a fraction of an inch
in diameter.
Occasional finds of poor quality brown-
ish amber have been reported from the
Tertiary formations of the Gulf Coastal
Plain,but thus far nogem qualitymaterial
hasbeenfound.
The softness of amber limits its use to
brooches, necklaces,and other jewelry that
is relatively safe from abrasion.
Augite
Composition: CaMgSi2O6;may also contain
iron, aluminum, and sometimes titanium. Crystal
system: monoclinic. Hardness: 5 to 6. Specific
gravity: 3.2 to 3.6.Luster: vitreous to dull.Color:
dark greenish brownand greenish black. Streak:
light grayish green. Cleavage: two directions,
poor. Fracture: conchoidal to uneven. Tenacity:
brittle. Diaphaneity: opaque to translucent. Re-
fractive index: variable,about 1.60 to 1.71.
Augiteof gemquality occurs nearEagle
Flat, Hudspeth County, Texas. Although
this material is very dark greenishbrown
and not commonly thought of as a gem-
stone, lapidaries have used it to fashion
black faceted stones and cabochons that
resemble obsidian. Most of the augite
occurs as loose pieces and crystal frag-
ments that have weathered out of nearby
igneousrocks; the augite can alsobe found
insituin the igneousrocks.
Specimensand piecesof cutting quality
1inchin diameter are common, and frag-
ments over2 inches indiameter have been
found. The augite isassociated withblack
spinel and some dark gray to black pieces
of natural glass. Although the faceted and
cabochon-cut stones are not particularly
attractive, some of the larger pieces of
augitemight beutilized for carving.
Beryl
Composition: Be3Al2(SiO)s. Crystal system:
hexagonal.Hardness:7.5 to 8.0. Specific gravity:
2.63 to 2.80. Luster: vitreous. Color: pale blue,
blue, green,yellow, brownish,pink,andcolorless.
Streak: white.Cleavage: one direction, very im-
perfect. Fracture: conchoidal to uneven. Te-
nacity: brittle. Diaphaneity: transparent to sub-
translucent. Refractive index: 1.56 to 1.60. Dis-
persion: low.
Gem-quality berylhas notbeenreported
inTexas.A discussion of beryl is included
hereinbecause the writerbelieves it likely
that beryl of gemquality will be found in
Texas as a result of future investigations
and exploration.
Beryl crystals have been found in peg-
matite dikes inLlano, Blanco, and Gilles-
pie counties. These crystals arecommonly
several inches long and exceed 1inch in
diameter but are very badly fractured.
Mostof the beryl crystals do not approach
gem quality and are entirely unsuitable
for any lapidary use. The color of the
crystals found thus far is bluish,greenish,
pinkish brown, yellowish, and colorless.
Some very tiny colorless beryl crystals
have been found that are transparent,but
thus far such crystals have been too small
tobe cut intogems.
Fineblueberylcrystalshavebeen found
in the Franklin Mountains near El Paso,
Texas.Unfortunately, these crystals are so
badly flawed and fractured that they are
not suitable for lapidaryuse.
It seems likely that careful prospecting




Composition: SrSCh. Crystal system: ortho-
rhombic. Hardness: 3.0 to 3.5. Specific gravity:
3.95 to 3.98. Luster: vitreous. Color: white, blue,
greenish, reddish, and brownish. Streak: white.
Cleavage: threedirections, although one of these
directions is not easily developed.Fracture: un-
even.Tenacity: brittle. Diaphaneity: transparent
to subtranslucent.Refractive index: 1.62 to 1.63.
Dispersion:moderate.
Celestite is very seldom cut into gems.
Being very soft, brittle, and having three
cleavages, celestite is completely unsuit-
able for jewelry. These same properties
make this mineralexceedingly difficult to
facet; however, faceted stones are seen in
large collections.
Fine crystals of colorless and blue gem-
quality celestite (PI.I,A, and fig.14) have
Fig.14. Common crystal form of Travis County
celestite. Same crystal form as shown in Plate I,
A.
been found at Mount Bonnell and other
localities west of Austin, Travis County.
The celestite crystals occur in vugs or
geodes in limestone. The crystals are
mostly white or colorless and fractured
near the base or where attached, but the
tips of the crystals are commonly clear
celestine blue and completely free of
flaws.
Crystals several inches in length have
been found, but the average size is about
1inch. The smaller crystals arefrequently
more transparent and consequently better
suited for cutting. It is very difficult to
obtain crystals that will allow the cutting
of flawless stones of more than 4 or 5
carats.
Bluish and colorless celestite of gem
quality and fine crystals have been found
near Lampasas, Lampasas County, and
near Brownwood, Brown County, but
neither of these localities has been very
productiveof good gemmaterial.
Celestite geodes have been found in
partsof Coke, Fisher,and Nolan counties,




Hardness: 10. Specific gravity: 3.51 to 3.53. Lus-
ter: adamantine to greasy. Color: brown, color-
less, pink, blue, yellow, and various other light
colors; rarely deeply colored; sometimes black.
Cleavage: four directions, octahedral, perfect.
Fracture: conchoidal. Tenacity: brittle.Diapha-
neity: transparent to opaque. Refractive index:
2.42.Dispersion:high.
There isonly one well-authenticated find
of diamond in Texas. A small brownish
diamond was found in1911on section 64,
block 44, Foard County (Sterrett, 1912,
pp. 1040-1041). The exact weight of the
stone has not been recorded, but one
authority estimated that it was of sufficient
size and clarity to yield a cut stone of
about one-quartercarat.
Theonly diamond-bearing rocks known
in the United States are in Pike County,
Arkansas. Although many other diamonds
have been found in the United States, all
were loose ingravels or streams except for
some stones at the Arkansas locality. The
fact that one diamond was found inFoard
County does not mean that the prospects
of finding more diamonds in Texas are
much better there than anywhere else in
the State. It is highly unlikely that more
than a very few diamonds will ever be
found inTexas, and any stones that may
be found in the future are likely to be
widely scattered.
Epidote
Composition: HCa2(AI,Fe) 3Si30i3. Crystal sys-
tem: monoclinic. Hardness: 6 to 7.Specific grav-
ity: 3.25 to 3.5.Luster: vitreous. Color: yellowish
green to brownish green and brown. Streak: un-
colored to grayish. Cleavage: two directions. Frac-
ture: uneven. Tenacity: brittle. Diaphaneity:
transparent to opaque. Refractive index: about
1.72 to 1.77.
LlanoCounty has furnished some green
andbrownish-green epidote that is suitable
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for cutting into cabochons. Most of the
material that approaches gem quality has
comefrom contact metamorphic zones and
is associated with garnet,quartz,and some
scheelite. Some small cavities inthe rocks
contain tiny transparent crystals of gem
quality,but the largest obtainable flawless
faceted stones wouldprobably beless than
15 points.
Faceted stones of epidote are sometimes
known as pistacite owing to their common
pistachio-green color.
Fluorite
Composition: CaF2.Crystal system: isometric.
Hardness: 4. Specific gravity: 3.0 to 3.25. Luster:
vitreous. Color: violet,blue, colorless, green, yel-
low, brown,rose, andcrimson red.Streak: white.
Cleavage: four directions, octahedral, perfect.
Fracture: subconchoidal to splintery. Tenacity:
brittle. Diaphaneity: transparent to subtrans-
lucent.Refractive index:1.434.
Very fine green, transparent fluorite has
been found nearVoca,Mason County.The
fluorite occurs as vug fillings inpegmatites,
associated withcrystals of pink microcline
and colorless quartz.Most of the vugs have
been completely filled by the fluorite;
therefore, crystals (fig. 15) of the fluorite
Fig. 15. Common crystal form of fluorite.
are not too common. Masses of fluorite
several pounds in weight, rich green, and
quite transparent have been found near
Voca. Transparent pieces an inch ormore
indiameter arecommon.
Fluorite is much too soft for everyday
use in jewelry and because of the low re-
fractive index does not yield brilliant
faceted stones.The perfect four-directional
cleavage, relative softness, and brittle
tenacity of the mineralmake it difficult to
facet. Faceted stones are seldom seen outr
side of collections. Cabochons are also
difficult to cut from this material, but the
rich color obtained is ample reward for the
timeand carenecessary in cutting.
Fluorite occursat severalother localities
in Texas,notably in Hudspeth, Brewster,
Presidio, Llano, and Burnet counties, but
not commonly in gem quality or colors
that warrant its useas gemmaterial.
Fossil Wood
Wood that is buried in silica-rich sedi-
ments is commonly replaced by quartz,
agate,oropal. The wood structure, includ-
ing a large number of the annular rings,
knots, small branches, and bark, may be
preserved.This process of replacementby
silica is believed to take considerable time.
Preservations by other means (see Jet,
p. 22) areknown, but silica replacements
aremostcommonly used as gemmaterials.
Fossil wood is often used by lapidaries
as gemmaterialwhen mineralreplacement
preserves the wood structure sufficiently
well and when various impurities color
the replacementmaterial attractively.
Excellent gem-quality fossil wood (PI.
I,B) hasbeen found at a greatnumber of
localities in Texas.Agatized and opalized
wood occurs ingreatabundance along the
outcrops of Eocene and Oligocene strata
of the Texas Gulf Coastal Plain. Much of
this material is very well suited for cabo-
chons, bookends, and other lapidary uses.
The preservation is especially good at
numerous localities in Washington, Lee,
Fayette, and Gonzales counties, and the
variety of colors, such as bluish, gray,
brown,red, yellow,and black, makes this
material especially sought after by "rock-
hounds." Some of the agatized and opal-
ized wood fluoresces yellow orgreenunder
ultra-violet light. The fossil wood is some-
times found as stumps, limb sections, or
large trunk fragments, but the great ma-
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jorityof the gemmaterial is found as small
broken fragments or stream-rolled cobbles.
Fossil palm wood is by far the most
sought after variety because this material
displays "eyes" and tube-like structures
that yield very attractive cabochons and
cabinet specimens. Texas fossilpalm wood
ishighlyregardedby cutters fromall parts
of the country,and thismaterial is thought
bymanylapidaries to besome of the finest
gem-quality fossil wood in the United
States.
Gravel pits and river gravels in Live
Oak County have produced very fine aga-
tized wood. Although the gem material
does not seem to be as abundant in this
area as it is in counties to the northeast,
the vivid colors and excellent preserva-
tion of the fossil wood inLive Oak County
have attracted collectors from all over the
State. The fossil wood usually occurs as
large rounded cobbles in the streams.
Much of this material is quite translucent
when cut and contains various shades of
brown, orange,and red.
The gravels of the Rio Grande have
produced some fossil wood in addition to
the excellent agatethat is also found there.
Most of the fossil wood found in these
gravels is very well preserved, but the
colors arecommonly dull shades of brown.
Occasional fine red and yellow specimens
have been recovered from the Rio Grande
gravels, but these arerare.
Good agatized wood has been found in
and near Palo Duro Canyon, Armstrong
County, about 50 miles southeast of Ama-
rillo. Large trunk sections arenot uncom-
mon, but most of the material of cutting
quality is obtained from small fragments.
ThePalo Duro Canyon fossil wood greatly
resembles the famous Arizona Petrified
Forest wood but is not nearly as plentiful.
The Palo Duro wood contains yellow,
brown, red, and bluish colors most com-
monly. Some of the wood-producing area
is within Palo Duro Canyon State Park
which is, of course, closed to collecting.
The surrounding area has been worked
diligently by local collectors, but new
pieces of wood are exposed after heavy-
rains.
Webb and Duvalcounties have alsopro-
duced some good fossil wood specimens.
Gadolinite
Composition: Be2FeY2Si2Oio. (Various other
rare-earthelementsmay substitute into this min-
eral structure.) Crystalsystem: monoclinic. Hard-
ness: 6.5 to 7.0. Specific gravity: about 4.2. Lus-
ter:vitreous to greasy.Color:black; in thinsplin-
ters dark bottle green. Streak: white to greenish.
Cleavage: none.Fracture: conchoidal to splintery.
Tenacity: brittle. Diaphaneity: opaque to sub-
transparent in thin pieces.Refractive index: vari-
able, about 1.77 to1.82.
Gadolinite as a cut gemis not seen out-
side of large collections; however, it can
be faceted intoblack opaque stones of little
beauty but of great interest to collectors.
Thebest known locality of this mineral in
the United States is Baringer Hill,Llano
County, Texas.Unfortunately, this locality
was completely flooded by the completion
of Buchanan Dam in 1938. Masses and
rough crystals of gadolinite weighingover
100 pounds weremined from this locality.
The gadolinite occurred in a large, very
coarse-grained pegmatite dike associated
with quartz, microcline, and fluorite, as
well as allanite, fergusonite, nivenite,
cyrtolite, thorogummite, and various other
rareminerals. Someof the minerals in the
dike occurred in very large masses. One
quartz mass over40 feet in diameter was
noted,and microcline masses up to30 feet
indiameter werenot uncommon.Much of
the gadolinite wasused by industrial firms
as a source of thorium compounds, al-
though some specimen and gem material
found its way into museums and private
collections. Because the locality was
worked mostly from 1910 to about 1925
andbecause since 1938 the watersof Lake
Buchanan have completely flooded the
entirearea, material from this locality is
now exceedingly difficult to obtain. The
collection of the Smithsonian Institution,
Washington, D.C., contains a cut and pol-
ished gem of Baringer Hill gadolinite
that weighs 8.6 carats. This mineral is
radioactive because of the presence of
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uranium, thorium, and other rare radio-
active elements.
Garnet
Thegarnet group of minerals is variable
incomposition. Listed below are the pure
membersof this group,but garnets found
in nature are usually a mixture of two or

















Since almandite is the only variety of
garnetknown to occur commonly in gem
quality inTexas, the following properties
are for almandite except where noted.
Crystal system:isometric (all varieties). Hard-
ness: about 7.5. Specific gravity: 4.25. Luster:
vitreous to resinous. Color: red, deep red, and
brownish red (other varieties also yellow, white,
orange, pink,black, and green). Streak: white.
Cleavage: none. Fracture: subconchoidal to un-
even. Tenacity: brittle to tough. Diaphaneity:
transparent to subtranslucent. Refractive index:
about 1.83.
Good crystals of gem-quality almandite
garnethave been found in Llano, Blanco,
Burnet, and Gillespie counties. In south-
east Llano County, northwest Blanco
County, and northeast Gillespie County,
the stones mostly occur in stream gravels
where they have collected after being
weathered out of compact mica schists.
Owing to the fact that most of the garnets
have not been transported very far from
their source, the stones commonly show
good crystal form (PI. 11, A). All of the
garnets from one localitycommonly do not
have exactly the same crystal form. The
garnets aremostly widely scattered in the
stream gravels but can be found concen-
trated behind rocks and on small gravel
bars.
Many of the crystals are less than one-
eighth inch in diameter; however, good
crystals one-fourth to one-half inch in
diameter are common.Most of the stones
are too fractured or have too many inclu-
sions to yield gems,but many transparent
stones have been found. The transparent
crystals usually yield flawless deep red
faceted stones of 2 carats or less. Some of
the stones that containtoo manyinclusions
to facet are cut as cabochons and are then
often known as carbuncle.
Small garnetfragments havebeen found
in streams and in gneisses and pegmatites
near Castell, Llano County, but they are
not commonly of gemquality.
Occasional small gem-quality garnets
havebeen found inpegmatitesandcontact
metamorphic zones inBurnet County.Gar-
nets have also been found in several other




Composition: a variety of brown coal or lignite.
Structure: woody.Hardness: 3 to 4. Specific grav-
ity: about 1.30 to 1.35. Luster: dull.Color: black,
brownishblack.Streak:brown to brownishblack.
Cleavage: none. Fracture: uneven to smooth.
Tenacity: tough to slightly brittle. Diaphaneity:
opaque. Burns with a sooty yellowish flame.
Jet is a type of fossil wood in which
therehas been sufficient chemical change
tomake the wood relatively hard andblack
without destroying the woody structure.
The best specimens of jetpolish into lus-
trous black cabochons.
Jet occurs in Presidio County as com-
pressed and flattened trunks of trees in a
thin layer of coal and lignite in Cretaceous
strata 100 to 200 feet stratigraphically
below the San Carlos beds.
Specimens of "jet" have been found in
some of the lignitic Tertiary strata of the
Texas Gulf Coastal Plain; however, this




Composition: NaAISi3O8, 50% to 30%;
CaAI2Si2O8,50% to 70%. Crystal system: tri-
clinic. Hardness: 6.0 to 6.5. Specific gravity:
about 2.60. Luster: vitreous to sometimes pearly.
Color: straw yellow, white, greenish, gray, red-
dish, bluish, and green. Sometimes shows a play
of colors on particular cleavage surfaces. Streak:
uncolored. Cleavage: three directions. Fracture:
uneven to conchoidal. Tenacity: brittle. Diaph-
aneity: transparent to translucent. Refractive
index: about 1.56. Dispersion: low.
Very fine facet-quality labradorite has
been found about 20miles south of Alpine,
Brewster County. The labradorite occurs
loose in the soil as slightly weathered or
frosted cleavage fragments, commonly
showing one or more crystal faces (PI.
11, B). The pale-yellow or straw-yellow
color of these fragments, as well as their
lack of internalimperfections, makes these
stones excellent gem material. Individual
pieces that exceed three-fourths inch in
their longest dimensions are rare. Cut
stones of more than 5 or 6 carats from this
locality are scarce. The source of this ma-
terial is uncertain, but it is probably
weathering out of an underlying igneous
rock.
Microcline
Composition: KAISi3O8. Crystal system: tri-
clinic. Hardness: 6.0 to 6.5. Specific gravity: 2.54
to 2.57. Luster: vitreous to pearly. Color: white,
pale yellow, red, blue green, bluish. Streak:
white.Cleavage: four directions,usually three of
these distinct. Fracture: uneven.Tenacity:brittle
Diaphaneity:transparent to translucent. Refrac-tive index:about 1.52 to 1.53.
Very fine crystals of blue microcline
have been found eastof Packsaddle Moun-
tain andnearKingsland inLlano County.
Crystals exceeding 1 foot in length have
been found,although most are only a few
inches long. The color of the microcline is
mostly pale blue, but some crystals are
darker.Microcline crystals associated with
milky or vein quartz, smoky quartz, some
biotite, and rarely cassiterite occur in
pegmatite dikes which vary in size from a
few inches to several feet in thickness. The
color of this microcline is pale in com-
parison to microcline from someother lo-
calities in the United States,but the Texas
blue microcline does yield pleasing cabo-
chons. Perfect crystals of this material
are prized by collectors. Blue or greenish
microcline is often called amazonite or
amazon stone.
Bluish microcline associatedwith quartz
and topaz has also been reported near
Katemcy,Mason County.
Red microcline is common in several
central Texas counties and is a primary
constituent of many of the igneous rocks
in those counties. Large crystals of per-
thitic red microcline occur in pegmatite
dikes of Mason,Llano, Burnet,and Gilles-
pie counties. Any feldspar quarry or other
pegmatite miningoperation inanyof these
counties is likely to contain large red mi-
crocline crystals and fragments. Unfor-
tunately, the good crystals that may have
been present are often shattered by blast-
ing during quarrying operations.
Feldspar quarries in northeastern Gil-
lespie County have yielded some good red
cabochon material as well as good crys-
tals.Here themicroclineoccurswithmilky
and smoky veinquartz,smoky quartzcrys-
tals, clear quartzcrystals, greenish musco-
vite, and biotite. Many of the older quar-
ries in Gillespie County have not been
active for some time, and the dumps and
quarry walls havebeendiligently searched
by collectors.
Many of the pegmatite dikes nearLake
Buchanan in Llano and Burnet counties
have produced some good red microcline
specimens and cutting material (PI. 111,
A, and fig16).Many of these crystals are
Fig. 16. Crystal faces on microcline specimen
shown inPlateIII, A.
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more pinkish than those in Gillespie
County, but this is commonly due to the
fact that the crystal faces of the Lake
Buchanan areacrystals aresomewhatmore
weathered than the fresh Gillespie County
crystals.
Numerous other local areas in the coun-
ties mentioned, as well as some localities
inHudspeth and Culberson counties,have
also produced small amounts of red and
pink microcline of gemquality.
Obsidian
Composition: volcanic glass. Structure: amor-
phous.Hardness: 5.0 to 5.5. Specific gravity: 2.3
to 2.5. Luster: vitreous. Color: black, dark gray,reddish, brown, bluish, and greenish. Streak:
white. Cleavage: none. Fracture: conchoidal.
Tenacity: brittle. Diaphaneity: translucent to
nearly opaque. Refractive index: variable,about
1.45 to 1.53.
Gem-quality black and dark-gray ob-
sidian has been found inPresidio County
associated with extrusive igneous rocks.
The obsidian in this area is too opaque to
serve as attractive faceted stones but is
found inpieces of sufficient size and qual-
ity to yield nice cabochons. Some of the
small weathered pieces of this material
resemble tektite in outward appearance;
in fact, the "valverdites" mistaken origi-
nally for tektites arepebbles of weathered
obsidian in terrace gravel of Val Verde
County. Obsidian takes a highpolish but
is very sensitive to heat. Stones that are
slightly overheated during grinding or
sanding will quickly shatter.
Obsidian of gem quality has been re-
ported also inBrewster County.
Opal
Composition: SKVn^O. Structure: amorph-
ous.Hardness: 5.5 to 6.5.Specific gravity: 1.9 to
2.3. Luster: subvitreous to pearly. Color: white,
bluish, pink, brown, yellow, and gray. Streak:
white. Cleavage: none. Fracture: conchoidal.
Tenacity: brittle. Diaphaneity: transparent to
nearly opaque.Refractive index:1.43.
Opal other than as fossil or opalized
wood (pp. 20-21) occurs at the following
several localities in Texas.
Approximately 16miles southof Alpine,
Brewster County, precious opal occurs in
very small seams and as cavity fillings in
very hard pinkish-brown rhyolite. This
opal is milky or bluish and commonly ex-
hibits small flashes of blue, green,red, and
orange fire. Individual pieces of this opal
are mostly quite small, rarely over one-
fourth inch in diameter, and very difficult
toremove from the tough rhyolite matrix.
Local lapidarieshave cut interesting cabo-
chons from this material in which several
small patches of opal that are close to-
gether in the matrix are included in the
same cabochon.
Small finds of opalassociated with rhyo-
lites and basalts have come from other
localities in west Texas, but the opal
mostly does not display enough play of
colors to warrant its use as gemmaterial.
Near Freer, Duval County, some very
attractive common opal has been found.
Theopal iscolored various shades of pink,
blue,and yellow and incertain local areas
occurs as fragments that are cemented
together by clear chalcedony. Various
colors are commonly found in the same
piece, and such materialyields handsome
cabochons. Although the area has never
been worked commercially, it has been
hunted bycollectors and cutters for several
years.
Pearl
Pearls are the result of the secretion of
calcium carbonate by various shellfish
around sand grains, parasitic organisms,
shell fragments, or other foreign objects
that have in some way entered the body
cavity of the shellfish. Since the shellfish
is unable to expel these irritatingparticles
or organisms, it deposits successive layers
of calcium carbonate around the foreign
substance to make it smoother and less
irritating. Althoughpearls areprincipally
calcium carbonate, theyalso contain small
amounts of an organic substance, called
conchiolin,and water.Pearls are found in
shellfish that live in either fresh or salt
water.Few pearls arespherical in shape;
most are rounded but somewhat irregular
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and are known as baroque pearls. Good
quality pearls are the only gemstone com-
monly sold by the grain, a unit of weight
equal to 0.25 carator 0.05 gram.Thepearl
grain isnot the same unit of weight as the
Troy grain.
In Texas, pearls have been found in
fresh-water clams in most of the major
rivers and streams,notably in the Brazos,
Concho, Colorado, Guadalupe, Llano,
Nueces, Sabine, Rio Grande, and Trinity
Rivers. Several Texas lakes have also
yielded pearls, notably Caddo Lake and
other lakes in north-central and northeast
Texas.
Smallpearls arefrequently found along
the Texas Gulf Coast inedible oystersand
other commonshellfish. Fossil pearlshave
also been found but because of their
darkened appearanceareof value only as
curiosities.
The pearls thus far found in Texashave
been of relatively poor quality and show
little or no iridescence. These pearls have
little value except as curiosities, although
one writer has stated that the discovery
of pearls in the Nueces River led to the
original Spanish settlement of the State
(Baker,1935,p. 569).
Quartz
Composition: SiCX. Crystal system: hexagonal.
Hardness: 7. Specific gravity: 2.65 to 2.66 incrys-
tals. Luster: vitreous, also waxy,greasy,and dull.
Color:most oftencolorless,brown, yellow, violet;
sometimes green, red, blue, and black; crypto-
crystalline varieties often variously colored by
impurities. Streak: white. Cleavage: indistinct.
Fracture: conchoidal to splintery. Tenacity:
brittle to tough. Diaphaneity: transparent to
opaque. Refractive index: 1.544 to 1.553.
Thequartz family gemstones can be di-
vided into two groups for purposes of
description. The first group is the crystal-
line varieties,or those quartzvarietiesthat
commonly occur in distinct crystals. The
second group is the cryptocrystalline va-
rieties,or those quartz varieties that occur
as irregular masses that are composed of
manymicroscopic crystals. Thecrystalline
varieties are usually much more trans-
parent and aremost often seen as faceted
stones. Thecryptocrystalline varieties vary
from subtransparent to opaque and are
almost always cut as cabochrons.
CrystallineVarieties
Amethyst (violet to purple-colored
quartz).— A northeastern Gillespie Coun-
ty locality known as Amethyst Hill has
produced quite a number of fine light to
medium violet amethyst crystals which
occur in quartz veins and geodes associ-
ated with serpentine and talc. Many crys-
tals have been found loose in the soil.
The amethyst tends to be very irregu-
larly colored in zonesparallel to the crys-
tal faces. In many, the base of the crystal
is colorless or white and only the termi-
nation is violet. Crystalsup to3 inches long
have been found at this locality, but the
average size is much less.
The surface at this locality is almost
entirely depleted of amethyst, with only
an occasional small crystal or fragment
to be seen.However,smallexcavationsare
still sometimes productive.
Good groups of pale amethyst crystals
have been found inquartz veins near the
old town site of Oxford, Llano County.
The occurrence seems to be much the same
as the Amethyst Hill locality. Little ex-
ploration for gemstoneshas been done in
this area, and future discoveries seem
likely.
Chalcedony geodes lined with amethyst
crystals havebeen found inBrewster,Pre-
sidio, Culberson, and Hudspeth counties,
but the occurrences are scattered. The
crystals are seldom large enough to yield
gemsof morethan 3 carats and aremostly
very light colored.
A few pieces of gem-quality amethyst
have been found inBurnet County.
Citrine (yellow quartz).— Very little
gem-quality citrine has been reported in
Texas. Some small citrine crystals have
been found at Amethyst Hill innortheast-
ern Gillespie County, but few are of suf-
ficient sizeor color to yield good gems.
The writer has seen one citrine crystal
that was found in the gravels of a small
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stream ineasternLlano County nearBuch-
anan Dam. The crystal weighs about 1
ounce and isperfectly clear,light golden
yellow, and flawless. However, a further
search of the stream gravels failed to
produce any other citrines.
Rock crystal (colorless quartz).— Nu-
merous localities in Texas produce this
colorless variety of quartz, which is the
most common variety of facet quality
quartz and consequently is of little value.
Rock crystal occurs at many localities
in Burnet, Llano, and Mason counties.
The crystals mostly occur in pegmatite
dikes or in stream gravels where they have
been weathered out of their parent rock.
Some fine colorless quartz crystals have
been found near Voca, Mason County, in
weathered pegmatitedikes and also loose
in the sands of nearby streams. Crystals
from this locality are often stained with
reddish iron oxide on their outer surfaces.
Some of the rock crystal found near
Katemcy, Mason County, shows asterism
when cut with the proper orientation.Fine
clear colorlesscrystals up to 8 inches long
have been found in the pegmatite dikes
near Lake Buchanan in both Llano and
Burnet counties. Several localities near
Enchanted Rock in Llano County have
alsoproducedsomegood colorlesscrystals.
Feldspar quarries in large pegmatites
in northeastern Gillespie County have
yielded attractive quartzcrystals, some of
whichcontain smokyphantomcrystals and
tourmaline inclusions.
Some pieces of rock crystal enclosing
green, needle-like actinolite crystals have
been found near the Llano-Gillespie-
Blanco County corner.This materialis not
suitable for faceted gems but does lend
itself to interesting and attractive cabo-
chons.
Colorless quartzcrystals commonly are
found lining small chalcedony geodes in
Brewster, Presidio, Culberson,Hudspeth,
Reeves, and Jeff Davis counties. These
crystals are most commonly less than 1
inch long but aremostly very clear.
Rock crystal hasbeen found in crevices
of petrified wood in many east and south-
east Texas counties, although the crystals
are mostly quite small.
Many lesser occurrences of rock crystal,
too numerousto mention,arelocated with-
in the State.
Rose quartz (pink quartz).— Rose
quartz occurs at various localities in Bur-
net,Llano, Mason, and Gillespie counties,
but the amount of material is mostly small
and the greater part unsuitable for gem
purposes. Some good pink rose quartz oc-
curs near Town Mountain,Llano County,
but this material does not have flawless
areas large enough to yield faceted stones
of more than a few carats. Rose quartz
is always slightly milky, or cloudy, and
does not cut into brilliant faceted stones.
The TownMountain rose quartz hasbeen
cut into attractive cabochons.
Smoky quartz (brown, yellow-brown,
and golden-brown quartz). — Several
Texas localities have produced fine smoky
quartz. Baringer Hill, a noted rare-earth
minerals pegmatite locality in Llano
County, contained some smoky quartz
crystals that wereestimated to weighover
1,000 pounds, and the locality produced
many smaller crystals that were of gem
quality. Baringer Hill was flooded by the
completion of Buchanan Dam in1938 and
is presently under the waters of Lake
Buchanan. A few fine golden-brown gem-
quality crystals have been found along the
lake shore and in small pegmatites nearby
(PI. 111, B.).
Feldspar quarries in northeastern Gil-
lespieCounty haveproducedsmoky quartz
crystals that exceed 1 foot in length, but
these crystals are mostly flawed, possibly
as a result of blasting, and mostly contain
only small clear areas.
Good color smoky quartz crystals are
found with topaz in the pegmatites and
stream beds in Mason County, near
Streeter, Grit,andKatemcy.These crystals
tend to be lighter colored than those near
Lake Buchanan,but they commonly con-
tain large flawless areas.
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CryptocrystallineVarieties
Chalcedony.— When free from impur-
ities of various oxides and other com-
pounds, chalcedony has little to render it
pleasing as a gemstone.It is mostly gray,
white,brown, or bluish andcommonly has
a waxy luster. Some of the chalcedony
found along the Rio Grande Valley and in
west Texas will take dyes, and local lapi-
darieshavehadsome success indyeing this
material various shades of blue, green,
yellow, and red. When the chalcedony is
naturally colored and variegated, usually
in bands, mossy figures, or dendritic
forms, it is called agate.
Agate (variegated chalcedony).— The
wide variety of markings and colors avail-
able together with the easeof cuttingmake
agate a favorite of many lapidaries. Fine
agate has been found at numerous locali-
ties in west and south Texas. Fine plume
agate, famous throughout the United
States, is found south of Alpine. Plume
agate is characterized by dendritic or tree-
like inclusions and is mostly cut intovery
handsome cabochons. The agate from
south of Alpine commonly contains black,
red, yellow, or brown plumes within the
samepiece.The varietyof colors and lack
of porosity of this agate make it highly
desired among lapidaries. The agate oc-
curs loose on the surface of the ground and
in the soil in small nodules that have a
very rough, brownish surface. These
nodules are mostly less than 3 inches in
diameter,although specimensof gemqual-
ity have been found that exceed 200
pounds.
Some very fine agatehas been found in
the vicinity of Needle Peak, Presidio
County.This materialismostly greenmoss
agate in clear chalcedony and commonly
contains small yellow "sun-burst" figures.
The contrasting yellow and green design
makes verybeautiful cabochons.
Fine agate has been found south of
Marfa, Presidio County. This agate is
mostly clear chalcedony with black, yel-
low, or variously colored plumes, moss, or
"bouquet-like" figures.
Numerous other localities in Presidio
and Brewster counties have produced good
agate.
Various amounts of agate, jasper, and
chalcedony occur in the gravels of the Rio
Grande in varying quantities from Big
Bend National Park downstream to
Brownsville. This agate is found both in
the present river gravels and in the older
river gravels that now are located on
nearby hillsand slopes up to several miles
north or south of the present Rio Grande.
The greatestconcentration of agateand re-
latedgemmaterials seems to be in the area
between Laredo and Rio Grande City.
Vast quantities of excellent gem material
have been removed from this area for
many years (PI. IV). The agate occurs
as rounded,stream-worncobbles andcom-
monlyhas a thin white coating thatmakes
it difficult to distinguish from the abun-
dant chert and other rocks. The agate
occurs in cobbles that are mostly 3 to 6
inches in diameter,but specimens of gem
quality that exceed twice this size are
known. The agate variesgreatly in design
and color. Plume, moss, banded, and sag-
enitic agate occur in these gravels in a
wide variety of colors. The jasper in the
Rio Grande gravels is yellow, red, green,
or variousshades of these and is commonly
suspended as angular fragments in clear
chalcedony.
Good agate has also been found near
Balmorhea inReeves and Jeff Daviscoun-
ties and in smaller amounts at numerous
other west andsouth Texas localities.
Agatizedwood {see Fossil wood,pp.20-
21).
Carnelian (translucentreddish chalced-
ony).-— This variety of chalcedony in
small quantities has been reported from
near Van Horn, Hudspeth County. Small
pieces of carnelian have been found in the
gravels of the Rio Grande, but finds have
been few and scattered.
Jasper (impure opaque or subtrans-
lucent quartz).— Good green,yellow, red,
and brown jasper has been found in the
gravels of the Rio Grande at all of the
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localities that produce agate. The colors
are quite vivid, and the material takes a
finepolish. Some piecesof orbicular jasper
(jasper with circular or eye-like mark-
ings) have been found in this material.
These gravels commonly contain jasper as
fragments that are suspended in clear
chalcedony; this is called brecciated jas-
per andyields veryhandsome cabochons.
Many of the west Texas agate localities
also produce jasper in quantity. Good jas-
per has been reported from north of
Brackettville,Kinney County. Jasper is a
minor constituent of the stream gravels in
many parts of the State.
Sanidine
Composition: KAlSiaOe; commonly contains
some sodium.Crystal system: monoclinic. Hard-
ness: 6. Specific gravity: 2.57 to 2.58. Luster:
vitreous to pearly. Color: colorless, white, pale
yellow, and gray. Streak: uncolored. Cleavage:
three directions.Fracture: conchoidal to uneven.
Tenacity: brittle. Diaphaneity: transparent to
subtranslucent. Refractive index:1.52 to 1.53.
Some feldspars, including sanidine,
show a nice blue sheen in reflected light
parallel to certain crystallographic direc-
tions. Stones having this property are
called moonstone. A clear yellowish sani-
dine showing anattractive blue sheen has
been found in Brewster, Jeff Davis, and
Presidio counties. The individual pieces
are small, the average size being about
one-eighth inch. The sanidine is found
loose in the soil at some localities where it
has weathered out of rhyolite, and speci-
mensof the sanidine in the parentrock are
not difficult to obtain. Very small cabo-
chons can be cut from this material, but
few lapidaries have done so because inex-
pensive larger pieces of moonstone can be
obtained easily from foreign sources.How-
ever, the west Texas sanidine does show a
blue sheen when cut and polished.
Spinel
Composition: MgAl204 (magnesium may be
replaced in part by ferrous iron or manganese
and the aluminumby ferric iron andchromium).
Crystal system: isometric. Hardness: 8. Specific
gravity: 3.5 to 4.1. Luster: vitreous to sub-metal-
lic. Color: black, pink, red, blue, green, yellow.
brown, and violet. Streak: white. Cleavage: one
direction,imperfect.Fracture: conchoidal.Tenac-
ity: brittle. Diaphaneity: transparent to opaque.
Refractive index: variable, approximately 1.72
to 2.00.
Inmany areasof the world,fine quality,
beautifully colored,transparentspinels are
found and used as gems. The only gem-
quality spinel reported thus far in Texas
is black and opaque.Near Eagle Flat in
Hudspeth County, black spinel crystals
have been found associated with augite
and natural glass; these minerals are
weathering out of an intrusive igneous
rock. The spinel crystals have an octahe-
dral form which is common for this min-
eral (fig. 17).Most of the spinels are free
Fig. 17. Common crystal form of spinel.
of flaws, but because of their black color
they have little value as gems.The crystals
are foundloose in the sand of streamsnear
the outcrops of the igneous rock or em-
bedded in the rock. They seldom exceed
half an inch indiameter. These stones are
primarily soughtby collectors.
Tektite (Bediasite)
Composition: A natural glass, approximately
75% SiO2, 15% A1203, 4% FeO, also MgO,
Na20, K2O, and traces of other elements. Crystal
structure: amorphous.Hardness: 5 to 6. Specific
gravity: 2.33 to 2.44. Luster: vitreous, often dull
on weatheredsurfaces. Color:darkbrown,green-
ish brown, appears black in thick sections.
Streak: uncolored. Cleavage: none. Fracture:
conchoidal. Tenacity: brittle.Diaphaneity: trans-
parent to subtransparent.Refractive index: 1.488
to 1.512.
The average bediasite size is about 1
inch in diameter, although specimens ap-
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proximately 3 inches in diameter are
known. The uncut tektites are very inter-
esting, showing a variety of shapes and
surface features (PI. V, A) and many ex-
hibit contorted flow structure. The surface
of many tektites is grooved or furrowed,
while on others it is smooth or frosted.
The Texas tektites are known as "bedia-
sites,"after place names in Grimes County
traceable to the Bedias Indians who for-
merly lived there.
Dark brown and greenish-brown tektites
have been found in Texas in gravels at
scattered localities in Walker, Grimes,
Brazos, Burleson,Lee, Fayette, Gonzales,
Lavaca, and DeWitt counties. Outside of
Texas the only other authenticated tektite
localities in the United States at the pres-
ent timeare inDodge and Irwin counties,
Georgia. A fragment of a similar tektite
has recently been reported from near
Martha's Vineyard, Massachusetts. The
tektites reported from Oklahoma arenow
known to be pebbles of obsidian.
Although tektites have little value or
beauty as gemstones, they have been cut
bylapidaries asboth faceted andcabochon
stones.Tektities take a highpolish but are
mostly so dark in color that they appear
black.
The origin of tektites is of great sci-
entific interestand is currently the subject
of much debate. Some scientists believe
that tektites areof meteoritic origin, while
others believe that tektites were formed
by various terrestrial processes. Since no
one has actually observed a tektite to fall
or form, andmanyof the theories of origin
are difficult to provewithout direct obser-
vation, the origin of tektites is likely to
remain in controversy for some time.
Topaz
Composition: A12(F, OH)2SiO4.Crystalsystem:
orthorhombic.Hardness: 8. Specific gravity: 3.4
to 3.6.Luster: vitreous.Color:paleblue,sky blue,
greenish, white, wine yellow, straw yellow, gray-
ish, pink,reddish,andorange.Streak:uncolored.
Cleavage: one direction, basal, highly perfect.
Fracture: conchoidal touneven.Tenacity:brittle.
Diaphaneity: transparent to subtranslucent.
Refractive index: about 1.60 to 1.63. Dispersion:
moderate.
Various yellow and smoky colored
quartzgems areoffered for sale as "Span-
ish Topaz," "Smoky Topaz," "Madeira
Topaz,"and "Topaz Quartz." Thesenames
are entirely misleading and should be
dropped from usage.
Fine gem-quality white, pale-blue, and
sky-blue topaz has been found near
Streeter, Grit, and Katemcy, Mason
County.ThisTexasgemmaterial compares
favorably in color, size, and clarity with
topazfound anywherein the United States.
Fine crystals of topaz (PI. V, B, and fig.
18) occasionally are found in pegmatite
Fig. 18. Crystal faces on topaz crystal shown
in Plate V,B. This crystal habit is typical of the
topaz from Mason County.
dikes associated with quartz, black tour-
maline, cassiterite, and pink microcline.
Many of the gem-bearing pegmatites have
been eroded away, leaving the topaz con-
centrated in the stream beds. The stones
mostly occur as frosted, stream-worn peb-
bles (PL VI, A) in the numerous small
creeks in the area. The topaz is heavier
than the quartz and microcline that com-
pose the stream gravel and is commonly
found immediately on top of the granite
bed-rock in the bottom of the stream bed.
The stones tend to lodge behind boulders
orsmall dikes cutting across the stream.
The white or colorless stones areby far
the most common, outnumbering the
bluish stones about ten to one. The color
of the blue stones tends to be irregularly
distributed in zones parallel to the crystal
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faces. Topaz that is colored inthis manner
should be cut with the best bluecolor near
the bottom or culet of the gem (fig. 19).
If done correctly, this will give the entire
gemstone the desirable blue color.
Fig. 19. Cross section showing the proper ori-
entation of dark-colorzone in a gem cut from an
irregularly colored stone.
The colorless stones can be turned pale
yellow, yellowish brown, or straw yellow
by exposure toX-ray radiation, and some
of the bluish stones will fluoresce faintly
yellowishunder ultra-violet light.
The largest gem-quality topaz crystal
yetfound inNorthAmericahascomefrom
Mason County. It is a pale-blue crystal
weighing1,296 grams, now in the collec-
tionof the U.S.National Museum. Several
other large pieces, some weighing over a
pound,have been found.One largecrystal,
exact weight unknown, was found near
Katemcy. Several gem cutters have esti-
mated that this stone could easily yield a
single, flawless pale-blue gemof about 500
carats. Many large gems have been cut
from topaz found in this area, including
at least one stone of over300 carats.
One obstacle in the cutting of topaz is
its perfect basal cleavage. The gemstone
should be oriented so that no facet of the
stone willbeparallel to or within less than
about 5 degrees of the cleavage direction,
or the facet may be very difficult or im-
possible to polish.
It is difficult toestimate theproductivity
of this area since itsdiscovery in the early
1900's.Few systematic attempts have been
made to exploit the deposits, and a great
amount of the topaz thus far recovered has
been found by private collectors. The
Mason County topaz deposits are stillvery
productive, and additional exploration
may uncover even more gem-producing
areas.
Topaz has also been found in stream
gravels or pegmatites in Burnet, Llano,
Gillespie, and El Paso counties but very
rarely in gem quality.
Tourmaline
Composition: HgAMB-OHhSi^io; hydrogen
often replaced by iron, magnesium, calcium, or
fluorine. Crystal system: hexagonal.Hardness:7
to 7.5. Specific gravity: 2.98 to 3.20. Luster: vit-
reous to resinous. Color: black, brownish black,brown, blue, green, red, pink, yellow, and gray.
Streak:uncolored. Cleavage: two directions, very
imperfect. Fracture: subconchoidal to uneven.
Tenacity: brittle. Diaphaneity: transparent to
opaque. Refractive index: about 1.62 to 1.64.
Black tourmaline is called schorl;
brown tourmaline,dravite.
Good crystals of black and dark brown
tourmaline occur at TownMountain near
Llano, Llano County. The tourmaline
crystals average about 1inch in length,
do not commonly exceed 2 inches, and
are associated with white vein quartz.
The quartz completely encloses the tour-
maline,but the crystals canbebroken free
or the quartz can be trimmed away with
the use of a diamond saw. The latter pro-
cedure isrecommended whenever possible,
for it is veryeasy to shatter the tourmaline
crystals while trying to remove them from
the quartz by other means. Many of the
crystals arecompletely unsuitable for cut-
ting, being too brittle or toobadly cracked
and flawed. However, some small crystals
have been found that areof sufficient qual-
ity and size to yield flawless stones of a
few carats. Few of these stones have been
cut since the tourmaline is so dark that it
appears opaque, and few persons find a
gem of this nature attractive.
Good black and dark brown crystals of
tourmaline associated withandalusite and
graphite occur in the Packsaddle schist
(Precambrian) near Sunrise Beach,Llano
County (PI. VI, B, and fig. 20). Although
generally smaller in diameter than the
crystals found at Town Mountain, they
commonly exceed 3 inches in length, al-
though the average size is a little over 1
inch. Many of these crystals are suitable
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Fig. 20. Common crystal form ofLlanoCounty
tourmaline.
for cutting into opaque or nearly opaque
stones of about 5 or 6 carats.
Black tourmaline has also been found
in Hudspeth and Culberson counties but
not of sufficient quality to be used as a
gemstone.
Turquoise
Composition: hydrous phosphate of aluminum
and copper. Crystal system: triclinic. Hardness:
5 to 6. Specific gravity: variable,2.6 to about 2.8.
Luster: dull,sometimes waxy.Color:sky blue to
greenish blue. Streak: white to greenish.
Cleavage: none in massive material, two direc-
tions in crystals. Fracture: conchoidal to sub-
conchoidal. Tenacity: brittle. Diaphaneity: sub-
translucent to opaque. Refractive index: 1.61 to
1.65.
Turquoise of good sky-blue to greenish-
blue color has been found a few miles
southwest of Van Horn,CulbersonCounty.
Several shallow pits were dug at this lo-
cality about 1910; however, the amount
of turquoiseproduced wassmall.Themain
occurrence of the turquoise was in seams
about1millimeter thick along jointsin the
fine-grained rocks of this area. Persons
who have visited Culberson County more
recently report that even minute traces of
the turquoise are now difficult to find at
the old prospect pits. However, further
prospecting in the area might yield some
additional localities.
Small amounts of turquoise have been
reported near El Paso, El Paso County,
and also in volcanic rocks near the Jeff
Davis-Brewster County line, north of Al-
pine.
A small amount of turquoise has been
mined from several localities a few miles
northwest of Sierra Blanca in the Sierra
Blanca Mountains of Hudspeth County.
Glossary
Amorphous— withoutdefinite molecularstructure ; not crystalline.
Baroquestone— an irregularly shaped,polished stone; usually applied to tumbled stones.
Baroquepearl— anirregularly shapedpearl.
Brilliancy— reflecting much light;havingbrightness.
Brilliantcvt— a modeof arrangementof facets commonly used on round or oval stones. The standard
American brilliant cut has 57 or 58 facets. Most diamonds of 5 or less carats are cut in this
manner.
Cabochon— a stone cut with a flat or convex upper surface; sometimes faceted in part. Opal, starsapphire, and agate are stones thatare frequently cut in this style (fig.2).
Cambrian— a divisionof geologic time, estimated to be the time from 550 to 440 million yearsago;
the oldest time division of the Paleozoic era.
Carat— a unit of weight equal to 1/5 of a gram or 0.2 grain. One ounce avoirdupois is equal to
141.75 carats.
Cleavage— the tendency of certain minerals to split in particular directions yielding relatively
smooth plane surfaces.
Conchiolin— anorganic albuminoid substance foundin pearls.
Conchoidal— a type of fracture having curved concavities or the approximate shape of one-half of
abivalve shell.Glass has excellent conchoidal fracture.
Cretaceous— a division of geologic time, estimated to be the time from 135 to 60 million years
ago; youngestdivision of the Mesozoic era.
Crown— thatportion of a faceted gem above the girdle; the upper portionof a facet-cut gem (fig. 7).
Cryptocrystalline— composedof very fine or microscopic crystals.
Crystal— the regular polyhedral form, bounded by plane surfaces, that is assumed by a mineral
under suitable conditions.Crystals havedefinite external symmetry and internal molecular order.
Crystalline— possessing definiteinternalmolecularorder; not amorphous.
Cubic— in the general shape of a cube. The isometric crystalsystem is often called the cubic system.
Culet— the very bottom portion of a faceted gem; the point or line formed by the intersection of the
lowest pavilion facets (fig.7).
Dendritic— branching or tree-like in form.
Diaphaneity— relative transparency. The diaphaneity of a mineral is described as transparent, trans-
lucent,opaque,etc.
Dike— a tabular rock body, usually igneous in origin, which cuts across the surrounding rock strata.
Dispersion— a measure of the ability of gemstones to separate complex or white light into its com-
ponent colors; often illustrated with a prism. Gemstones that are capable of separating colors of
light Avidely are said to havehigh dispersion; gemstones not so capable of separating white light
into colors are said to havelow dispersion.
Dopping— the act of cementinga gemstone, either roughor partly finished, to a dop-stick.
Dop-stick— the wooden stick or cylindrical piece of metal to which a gemstone is cemented to
facilitate handling during cuttingandpolishing.
Dop-wax— the agentor cement used to securea gemstone to a dop-stick.
Emerald cvt— a rectangular or square faceted stone with beveledcorners whose surfaces are covered
with several series of rectangular facets.
Eocene— a division of geologic time, estimated to be the time from 50 to 40million yearsago; one of
theolder divisions of the Cenozoic era.
Extrusive rock— igneous rock that has been extruded or forced out onto the earth's surface.
Facet— a single planepolishedsurface on a faceted gem.
Facet head— a device used in the cutting and polishing of faceted gems; used to control the place-
mentof facets and their relative angles (fig.6).
Facet table— the equipment used in thecutting andpolishing of faceted gems and the tableon which
most of the equipment is mounted (fig.6).
Feldspar— a group of closely related silicate minerals including orthoclase, microcline, sanidine,
plagioclase, labradorite, andothers.
Fire— the reflections of variously colored light from a preciousopal; also the different colors of light
reflected from a faceted gem owing to the dispersionof themineral.
Fracture— the texture of a freshly broken surface other than a cleavage surface, described as con-
choidal, even,splintery, etc.
Gem— a cut andpolishedgemstone.
Gemology— thescience dealing with the study of gemstones.
Gemstone— a mineral suitable for cutting into a gem; the term gemstones is frequently used col-
lectively to includebothcut and polishedstones andrough stones.
Geode— a roundedor spherical rock cavity; commonly linedwithcrystals.
Girdle— the portion of a faceted gem separating the crown from the pavilion; the girdle may or may
not be polishedand usually contains about 2 percent of the total depth of the gem (fig. 7).
Gneiss— a coarse-grained metamorphic rock having segregations of granular andplaty minerals that
give itamore or less bandedappearance withoutwell-developedschistosity.
Grain (pearl grain) — a unit of weight equal to 0.05 gram or 0.25 carat; not the same as the Troy
grain.
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Granite— a granular igneous rock composedmostly of quartz, feldspar, and commonly mica and/or
hornblende.
Hexagonal— having six angles and six sides; a crystal system in which the crystal faces arereferred
to four intersecting axes; three of these axes are equal, lie in the same plane, and intersect at
angles of 60 degrees; the fourth axisis perpendicular to theother three.
Igneousrock— roclcformedby solidification from ahot melt.
Index of refraction— a measure of the relative ability of a gemstone to "bend" incident light
rays; sine of the angle of incidence of a light raydividedby thesine of the angle of refraction.
Intrusive rock— rock that has been pushed (usually in a molten state) among pre-existing rock
strata, commonly along faults or fissures. Intrusive rocks do not reach the earth's surface but
are commonly exposedat thesurfaceby latererosion.
Isometric— a crystal system in which the crystal faces are referred to three equal intersecting axes
at right anglesto eachother.
Lap— a disc-shaped piece of metal or other material which is impregnated with diamond dust, or
some other cutting or polishing agent, that is revolved while the gemstone is worked against it.
Lap plate— a metal plate to which a cutting or polishing lap is attached,usually by means of a
threaded bolt and wing nut.The lap plate is attached to the shaft which is turned by the motor
under the facet table.
Lapidary— one whopractices thelapidary arts; a gem cutter.
Limestone— a sedimentary rock composed mostlyof calcium carbonate.
Luster— the appearance of the freshly broken or unweathered surface of a mineral in reflected
light (p.5).
Main facet— as applied to the standard American brilliant cut, one of the first eight facets cut on
either the crownor pavilionof a gem (fig.7).
Matrix— the material in which a specific mineral is embedded; also the rock to which one end of a
crystal is attached.
Metamorphicrock— rock that has been changed from its original state by heat, pressure, chemical
action,or some combination of these factors.
Millimeter— 1/10 centimeter; approximately1/25 inch.
Mineralogy— the science concerned with the study of minerals, including their occurrence, compo-
sition,forms, properties, andstructure.
Monoclinic— a crystalsystem in whichthe crystal faces are described inrelation to threeintersecting
unequalaxes,two of whichareat right angles and the thirdinclined.
Oligocene— a division of geologic time, estimated to be the time from 40 to 28 million years ago;
part of the Cenozoic era.
Opaque— doesnot transmit light.
Orbicular— containing orbsor sphericalor eye-likemarkings or structures.
Orthorhombic— a crystal system in which crystal faces are referred to three unequal intersecting
axesat right angles.
Pavilion— theportionof afaceted gem below thegirdle (fig.7).
Pegmatite— a body of coarse-grained intrusive igneous rock, commonly lens or dike shaped.
Perthitic— a.plaid-patternedstructure resulting from intermixture of soda- and potash-rich feldspars.
Phantom crystal— a crystal outline seen within another crystal, mostly due to entrapping of in-
clusions during the crystal's growth.
Pleochroism— the property of transmitting different colors of light in different crystallographic
directions.
Pomt— aunit of weight equal to 1/100 (0.01) carat.
Porous— containing pores or voidspaces.
Precambrian— a division of geologic time, estimated to be all of geologic time prior to 550 million
years ago;the timebeforethe Paleozoic era.
Preform— a gemstone that has been ground to a rough outline of the finished shape of a gem.
Rhyolite— a fine-grained extrusive or shallow intrusive igneous rock of approximately the same
composition as granite.
Rough— uncut,not workedby a lapidary,not cut andpolished.
Schist— a metamorphic rock that contains an abundance of oriented platy minerals that enable
the rock to be split with relative ease parallel to the flat surfaces of the platy minerals.
Silicified— replacedby or containinga largeamountof quartzor silica.
Skill facet— a term often used for the paviliongirdle facets of the standard Americanbrilliantcut
(fig.7).
Specific gravity— the weight in air divided by the loss of weight in water at a given temperature, or
the weight of an object in air dividedby the weight of an equal volume of water; also called
relative density; the most commonly used standard temperature for this measurement is 4° C. or
39.2° F.
Star facet— one of the eight facets surrounding the table facet of a standard American brilliant cut
(fig. 7).
Step cvt— amode of faceting in whichthe surface of the gem is covered by a series of square or rec-
tangular facets; stones thusly cut areusually square, rectangular,or irregular withstraight sides
inoutline.
Streak— the color of a mineral when finely powdered; usually determinedby rubbing the mineral
against apieceof unglazed porcelain.
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Symmetry— the number, location, and balanced arrangement of crystal faces in reference to the
crystallographic axesor othercrystallographic planesor directions.
Synthetic gem— a gemstone manufacturedby man that has approximately the same chemical com-
position andpropertiesas anatural gemstone.
Table facet— the large horizontal facet found on the crown of many gems, often called simply the
table (fig.7).
Tenacity— the resistance of minerals to breakage, described by such terms as malleable, ductile,
sectile,and brittle (p. 6).
Termination— the end of a crystal that is completely enclosed by crystal faces, the crystal end that
is not attached to thematrix.
Tertiary— a division of geologic time, estimated to be the time from 60 to 1million years ago; theTertiary includes the Paleocene,Eocene, Oligocene,Miocene, and Pliocene epochs (fromoldest toyoungest).
Tetragonal— having four angles; a crystal system in which the crystal faces are referred to three
axes at right angles to eachother, two of whichare equaland the thirdlonger or shorter.
Translucent— allowing the passage of light but diffusing it sufficiently so that objects on the other
side cannot be clearly distinguished.
Transparent— clear, allowing free passage of light so that objects on the other side can be readily
distinguished; opposite of opaque.
Triclinic— a crystal system in which the crystal faces are referred to three unequal axes, none of
whichare at right angles.
Tumbling— aprocess of polishing irregularlyshaped gemstones (p. 17).
Vein— a tabular, irregular, or twisting mineral deposit that is thin in relation to its length andbreadth,usually the result of solution orhydrothermal activity.
Vitreous— having luster, general appearance,or physical properties similar to glass.
Vug— an unfilled rock cavity, commonly lined with crystals; may later become filled by minerals
owing to solution or hydrothermal activity.
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PlateITexas Gemstones
Gem-quality celestite crystals from Travis County, Texas. Twice natural size. Lower portion of the
crystals iscolorless; the tips aredarkblue.
Opalized wood from the Texas Gulf Coastal Plain. Specimen at left is rich brown and tan; speci-
men at right is fossil palm wood and is black, reddish brown, and white.One-third natural size.
Texas Gemstones Plate II
Gem-quality garnet crystals and facetedgem from GillespieCounty, Texas.Naturalsize.
Labradorite from BrewsterCounty, Texas. Both stones arepale yellow. One andahalf times natural
size.
PlateIII
Pinkmicrocline crystal from Burnet County,Texas.
Smoky quartz from Burnet County, Texas.Natural size. Colorless crystalat center back is included
for color comparison.
Texas Gemstones
Texas Gemstories Plate IV
Polished agate from gravels of the Rio Grande near Zapata, Zapata County, Texas.Bands are blue
and gray; other inclusions are brown, yellow, and reddish. One and a half times natural size.
Plate V
Texas tektites (bediasites) showing variety of surface features.Naturalsize.
Topaz crystal from a pegmatite dike near Streeter, Mason County, Texas. Natural size. Measure-
ments: 11/2by 15/8 by 3 inches; weight: 194 grams (970 carats);pale blue; mostly gem quality.
Texas Gemstones
Texas Gemstones Plate VI
Topaz from stream gravels near Streeter,Mason County, Texas. Natural size. Left to right: color-
less worn pebble; emerald-cutpale-blue topaz, weight 10 carats; pale-blueworn pebble, weight 205
carats; step cut sky-blue topaz, weight13 carats; pale-blue wornpebble.

















BaringerHill,Llano County: 21, 26
baroquepearlsand/orstones: 17,25




Blanco County: 18, 22
Brazos County: 29
Brazos River: 25





































dop-stick: 12, 15, 17
dop-wax: 12, 15, 17
dravite: 30
durability: 6
Duval County: 21, 24






















Gillespie County: 18,22, 23,25, 26, 30,36
girdle facets:16
gneiss: 22








Gulf CoastalPlain:18, 20, 22, 35
hardness: 6
Hudspeth County:18,20, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27,28, 31
index of refraction:5
jasper: 27-28
















Mason County: 20, 22, 23, 26,29, 30, 39, 40
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Massachusetts: 29
MaverickCounty: 18
microcline: 20, 21,23-24, 29,37




natural glass: 18, 24,28


















pegmatites and/or pegmatite dikes: 18, 20, 21,










Presidio County:20, 22,24,25,26, 27,28




















"slab" of gem materials: 11
Smithsonian Institution: 21
23. 26> 37
smo^ uartz;Lsmokv t°PM: 29






















„?„ f "IVerde County: 24
V^valverdites: 24
Van H°m'Hudsp6thCC°Unty: 2?
Walker County: 29
Washington County: 20
Webb County:21
weight,units of:7,25
Zapata County: 38
